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In The 15Th CenTURy, Russian merchant afanasy nikitin driven by
business interests traveled to the arab east, Iran and India, a highly risky
enterprise at that time. he went to “bring goods to the Russian land” but
after three years of wandering had to admit with a great deal of bitterness:
“There is no way from the hormuz to horasan; no way to Chagatai; no
way to baghdad; no way to bahrain, no way to yezd, no way to arabia –
everywhere the princes are fighting.” 1 This was written five centuries
ago; the intrepid traveler is nearly forgotten, probably because of contin-
ued instability and the consistently failing attempts to bring peace to the
region (instability was responsible for the failure of the first Russian com-
mercial project in the near and Middle east).

The Ottoman Déjà Vu in the Middle East

The Changes of the late 20th century and the more recent geopoliti-
cal shifts have offered new possibilities and broadened the prospects of
trade and economic cooperation with Turkey (which was out of the
Middle east after world war I) as the most important factor behind these
developments. There is a widely accepted opinion that ankara’s policies
(which the Turkish leaders compare with Ottoman policies 2) are chang-
ing the balance of regional forces which are thus inspired to seek addi-
tional measures to strengthen regional confidence and push forward the
relations across the arabic Muslim world. 

Turkey’s regional political initiatives of the last couple of years are
well-known: looking for the ways to address the Iranian nuclear file; bro-
kerage between syria and Israel; a dialogue with haMas; active
involvement in the Iraqi and libyan developments, etc. as distinct from
the other world powers, ankara is firmly resolved, thanks to a consider-
able economic upsurge of the last three decades, to protect and realize its 
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economic interests, which are gradually shifting eastward. 
a poor and backward country in the 1970s pestered with numerous

grave social ills, Turkey has become one of the most dynamically devel-
oping states with the gdP moving fast toward $1 trillion. Unlike its
eastern, and western for that matter, neighbors (bulgaria, greece and
Rumania kept afloat by the european Union and the world Monetary
Fund) Turkey is not just a harbor but a “haven” of economic tranquility. 3

statistics confirm the above: between 2003 and 2008, the gdP was
growing by 7% every year; by the end of 2010, it is expected to reach the
figure of about $850 billion; per capita gdP (which back in 2000 barely
reached $2000) is $12 thousand. with an annual population growth of 2
to 3% today there are 73 million living in Turkey. Foreign trade reached
its peak of $330 billion in 2008; the same figure is expected in 2010 with
export accounting for $110-115 billion. according to the IMF, by 2013,
Turkey will join the group of top 15 powers where the gdP volume is
concerned; in the 2020s, it may join the top ten. 4

In the mid-2000s, these breakthroughs coupled with the highly favor-
able external context pushed ankara toward more active presence in the
adjacent Middle eastern territories. The soviet Union, which in the early
1990s had moved away from the region, left a large part of it (Iraq, Iran,
syria, and partly lebanon) in a political and economic vacuum. Turkey
which needed new markets and wider trading geography opted for closer
and comprehensive political ties with the region. never limited by narrow
and short-term commercial considerations, ankara which could by that
time rely on its own resources, moved into the neighboring region with
long-term cooperation programs.

In the last decade, Turkey demonstrated impressive progress in its
relations with the arab countries of the Middle east and Iran. Indeed, the
volume of trade in absolute figures increased tens of times since 2000:
from the initial level of several billion to over $30 billion, while the share
of the Middle east in Turkish export rose from 12.5 to 22.5%. 5

significantly, the share of europe in Turkey’s trade statistics dropped
below 50% for the first time in recent decades. 6 This happened amid the
global financial crisis when the Turkish business community not merely
preserved but in 2008-2009 considerably increased (by over 25% – from
$15 to nearly $20 billion) the volume of deliveries of goods to the Middle
east. 7 The figures for the first half of 2010 confirmed the trend at the 10-
15% level. 8

an analysis of trade and economic ties reveals that the bulk of the
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money comes from large projects rather than trade. Turkish building and
engineering companies, crediting and financial organizations, transport
and energy enterprises have become known for their successful involve-
ment in large-scale infrastructural objects and economic projects in Iraq,
Iran, syria, Jordan, Tu- nisia, and the gulf countries.

The figures prove
beyond doubt that over
43% of Turkish invest-
ments abroad go to the
Middle east; more than
that, in the last year, their
volume increased by over
55%, to reach, in 2009,
the figure of $0.5 billion. 9

here is a more impressive
figure: since 2002, the
accumulated volume has
moved close to $3 billion 10 and continues to grow despite the diminish-
ing interest of global investors. The arabic business community and
investors in the first place (whose investments in Turkish economy in the
last five years topped the figure of $6.2 billion 11) hail the interest of the
Turkish capital in the region.

There is another important, or even central, aspect of Turkey’s trade
and monetary strategy: it moves to the untapped markets with high mili-
tary-political risks. Indeed, over 50% percent of Turkish trade turnover in
the Middle east (or about $18 billion a year) is related to Iraq, Iran and
syria. 12 since 2003, Iraq remains a de facto occupied country torn apart
by a civilian conflict; throughout the last decades, Iran and syria have
been living under a constant political and economic pressure of the
United states and its allies. 

The above suggests that the Turkish business community supported
by the state is more or less independent in what it is doing; it prefers to
ignore the west and its responses while seeking the best strategic and eco-
nomically promising positions. In this way, ankara scores political points
and gets a purchase on the region.

significantly, the relations are going ahead amid serious unsettled for-
eign policy problems and security threats created by subversive activities
of the Kurdistan workers’ Party; the still unresolved problems of the use
of water of the Tigris and euphrates; the border control issues and even
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territorial claims. 
These troubles, however, pale into insignificance against the back-

ground of the highly negative international context: the Middle east con-
flict settlement; the Iranian nuclear file; the worsening situation in Iraq
and lebanon, and mounting western pressure on syria. The fact that
Turkey has its own, fairly balanced position on these issues is very impor-
tant. It rests on its political and economic interests in the region and its
desire to consolidate regional security for the sake of development.

when dealing with its Middle eastern neighbors ankara invariably
smoothes things over; it is consistently pursuing the principle of “zero
problems” which presupposes developing economic cooperation with
neighbors through institutionalization of ties. 13 In the latter half of 2009
Turkey successfully realized this by setting up intergovernmental strate-
gic cooperation councils with syria and Iraq which serve the umbrella
structures for scores of agreements in various spheres and the cornerstone
of further rapprochement. In this way if not yet programmed, the rela-
tionships become maximally predictable. no wonder, having reached the
agreements ankara announced that it intended to increase its trade
turnover with baghdad and damascus by 3 to 5 times by the year 2015. 

Horizons of Regional Integration

TheRe aRe enOUgh IndICaTIOns that Turkey does not limit itself
to bilateral dividends; it is out for a much wider cooperation with the
region. The Turkish leaders moved fast from impromptus and declara-
tions to the press to concrete steps; they described an economic alliance
of the Middle east as their aim. On 10 June 2010, foreign ministers of
Turkey, syria, lebanon, and Jordan caught the annual Turkish-arabian
economic forum in Istanbul by surprise by announcing that the four coun-
tries had agreed to set up a high-level strategic Council Mechanism to
create a zone of free movement of people, goods, capitals and services. 14

Two months later, on 13 august 2010, the ministers of trade and eco-
nomic development of the same states met in Istanbul to set up the Close
neighbors economic and Trade Partnership Council 15 which, according
to Turkish state Minister Zafer Caglayan who chaired the meeting, was
expected to promote economic integration between the sides. The gov-
ernment experts of the four countries were instructed to “sketch a road
map” to be presented to the ministerial meeting in damascus in
december 2010. 16 It was decided to set up in 2011 a regional bank to
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handle the financial flows between the four states now handled by
american and european banks.

The Turkish ambitions and horizons are breathtaking. In June 2010,
Recep Tayyip erdoğan, ahmet davutoğlu and other ministers informed
the Turkish-arabic forum mentioned above about their intention to push
integration even further, “from Kars to the Maghreb and from sinop to
sudan.” It was for the first time that top figures spoke about military-
political forms of rapprochement up to a transnational “security belt” to
guarantee stable and independent development of the Middle east and
north africa. 

Typically enough, the Turkish public caught the Middle eastern
“fever”; so far, the “brain trusts” of ankara and Istanbul have more ques-
tions than answers on their agendas. The scenarios of Turkish penetration
into the region are being discussed. Recently, in particular, there has been
a lot of talk about a three-axis policy.

here is what sedat laçiner, 17 one of the leading and internationally
respected Turkish expert on the Middle east and Iran, has to say.

ankara will concentrate at regional integration lines starting from
Turkey. “The first integration corridor may include Turkey-syria-
lebanon-egypt and may be called the north-south line.” according to
the local strategists the line should ensure free movement of the basic fac-
tors of production as well as integrate “transportation lines such as elec-
tricity, internet, highways, and banking… the success of the corridor may
even go beyond the Mediterranean to the atlantic (Morocco).” 

Those who support the idea are convinced that the Turkish-arabic
economic alliance will sooner or later bring the Middle eastern settle-
ment closer. It is expected that economic prosperity will pull out the
social roots of radicalism in the arab world while Israel will recognize its
involvement in the integration format as the only option; peace between
the Jewish state and its arab neighbors will be thus ensured.

“The second important corridor to unite the region,” writes sedat
laçiner, “is the Turkey-Iran-Pakistan corridor. we may call it the west-
east line. The total population of these three countries is about 300 mil-
lion… these countries have the capacity to affect many other countries.”
They intend to develop industrial production oriented at human resources,
to turn west asia into a production facility the products of which will be
sold on the Middle eastern, Central asian and south Caucasian markets.

“The third Turkey-oriented line in the integration of the region could
be the Turkey-Iraq-basra (Persian) gulf line.” an interest in the fuel-rich
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region is natural – each of the above initiative will require a lot of power.
since 1990, Turkey has increased its consumption of natural gas by over
800% (or 35 billion cu m a year) to meet the needs of its economy. 18

egyptian economy with a more or less comparable potential ($450 bil-
lion-worth of goods and services a year which is two times less than
Turkey’s) consumes about 40 billion cu m of gas every year. 19

according to experts, economic integration and the very much need-
ed pulling up of the arab countries’ economies to the Turkish standards
will increase energy consumption in the Mashriq region (egypt, Jordan,
lebanon, and syria); the present level being assessed at 40 billion cu m
a year. 20 The emerging union of Turkey, egypt, Jordan, syria and
lebanon and the Turkish plans to replace oil with natural gas will create
a huge market with the annual capacity of 100 billion cu m 21 and an
annual potential growth of 5 to 10%. To develop dynamically this alliance
will need sustainable supply of energy fuels from neighboring Iraq and
the gulf countries.

The European Partners of Economic Expansion

FOR ObvIOUs ReasOns, the three integration plans cannot be real-
ized simultaneously; ankara is fully aware that Turkey will never cope
with the task single-handedly; it will depend on its west european part-
ners, which in 2009 accounted for 47% of its export ($47 billion) and
45% of its import ($56 billion). 22 Turkey’s deficit balance of payments
depends on eU investments: in the last five years, Turkey received over
60% of direct foreign investments ($47.5 billion in 2005-2009). 23 Their
importance cannot be overestimated: they bring in technologies and cre-
ate jobs.

no wonder, the germans, the Turks’ time-tested partners, were the
first to appreciate ankara’s new course. at the political level, germany
repeatedly encouraged Turkey’s recent activity in the Middle east. as dis-
tinct from many other issues on the bilateral agenda, this is practically the
only one on which any of the german Cabinets agrees. Former Foreign
Minister of germany Frank-walter steinmeier or guido westerwelle who
replaced him used the same formula to describe the role of Turkey and its
active involvement in the region: “Turkey is a bridge to the Middle east.” 24

at the turn of 2010, the business communities of both countries final-
ly heard the call. big german companies initiated representative invest-
ment forums in berlin and Istanbul to discuss not so much as before bilat-
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eral ties but joint projects in Iraq, syria and the rest of the Middle east (in
transport, power engineering and infrastructure in the first place). The
germans are very open about their intention to use Turkey’s territory,
workforce and business interest in the region to cement their own posi-
tions on the Iraqi and syrian markets and move further, toward the
Middle eastern countries and the arabian Peninsula.

economic gains are not the only advantage expected from the
german-Turkish partnership in the region; in the long run it will create
strategic advantages, too. a lot is said, so far in general terms yet with a
great deal of interest, about reviving the trans-continental arteries com-
missioned late in the 19th century (including the Istanbul-baghdad and
Istanbul-hejas railways). Their strategic importance is obvious: for the
first time after world war I, the locomotive of european economics will
acquire direct land access to the rich markets of the Middle east and the gulf. 

germany and Turkey pay particular attention to the “southern corri-
dor” through which oil and gas from northern Iraq (and later from the
gulf) will reach the eU across the Turkish territory. at some point (if and
when the Iranian nuclear problem is settled), ankara and berlin will prob-
ably see eye to eye on bringing Iranian fuel to europe, which might trans-
form nabucco from an “avoid Russia” project (seen as such because of
the vehement propaganda campaign) into a pipeline with enough natural
gas for its realization.

Obviously, the strategic nature of Turkey’s involvement in the Middle
east and ankara’s multivectoral efforts to consolidate its position at the
crossroads of europe and the arab-Muslim world are conducive to a new
geopolitical reality in the system of international relations. The Turkish
Republic, the absence of which from the region looked final, presents
itself in a new political and economic role. Today it is doing a lot to cre-
ate a paradigm of regionally motivated economic stimuli which relies on
the potentials Turkey has accumulated in the last few decades and on the
interests of europe and the Middle east. long-term forecasts are notori-
ously unreliable but one can expect this scenario to transform Turkey’s
desire to join the eU into a new form of full-scale cooperation.

Russia and the Turkish Factor in the Middle East

sO FaR, The RUssIan CaPITal and Russia tied to the Middle east
by the traditions of cultural and humanitarian contacts going back into
history, are so far keeping away from these processes. as distinct from the
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soviet Union in the past, the present Russia is concentrating at bilateral
contacts which, in view of the far from simple international dynamics
around the Middle east and the even much more complicated inter-
arabic relations, can be described as more or less justified.

This, however, keeps Russia at a distance from the region; there are
no integrated ideas about it and no consistent regional strategy. The situ-
ation looks alarmingly more like a reality show than anything else: no
wonder our partners in the region with a wide choice offered by the post-
bipolar world frequently ignore Russia and its interests.

Meanwhile, Russia can offer a lot to the Middle east and Turkey as
well as to europe which is carefully assessing both. The soviet capital of
political, military, economic and humanitarian ties and the fundamental
political approaches to the key regional problems coupled with extensive
economic offers can be invested into challenging large-scale trans-border
projects, which can be shouldered only by superpowers. 

I have in mind Russian advanced aircraft; the glOnass navigation
systems; nuclear power production, and international transportation pro-
jects including fuel supplies. The very scope of these projects which
exceed the national borders of any of the Middle eastern states suggests
that we should abandon our fragmented approach to the region for the
sake of a long-term strategy and military-political stability. 

This approach can serve Russia’s economic interests and, in equal
measure, add to stability and encourage development in the Middle east
as well as minimize the risk of destabilization and reduce tension. The
chronic conflicts (the arab-Israeli in the first place) can be hardly prompt-
ly resolved; in the past, the concerted efforts of the soviet Union and the
United states in this sphere ended in a failure. Today, however, concert-
ed efforts on a broad scale applied in the practical sphere of cooperation
designed to stimulate economic development might give the region a
chance to play a role worthy of it on the world scene. It seems that the
strategic nature of the relationships with germany and Turkey recommends
them as Russia’s best partners in this far from easy but very important
mission.

guessing about the future is hardly profitable; it is next to impossible
to predict Middle eastern developments, yet the “Turkish bridge” might
give Russia a chance to fully realize, this time without ideology and on
the long-term basis afanasy nikitin’s trade and economic plans, by estab-
lishing peace, security and stability for the sake of the region’s productive
development.
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